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Abstract

We present a solid-state NMR approach for 13C chemical-shift identification and 2H lineshape characterization of
amino-acid residues in peptides and proteins deuterated by amide hydrogenrdeuteron exchange. The technique exploits
heteronuclear 13C–2H dipolar couplings to correlate 13C nuclei and nearby deuterons. Magic-angle spinning provides high
sensitivity and 13C chemical-site resolution. The simplest version of the experiment, which is closely related to REDOR,
yields a 13C spectrum permitting identification of the deuterated residues. In the full two-dimensional experiment, segmental
dynamics are characterized in terms of 2H-NMR lineshapes. The technique is demonstrated on dipeptides and a 14-kDa
protein, with 13C in natural abundance. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The understanding of water–protein interactions
is of great interest in biochemistry. In membrane-
bound proteins, for example, it is useful to know
which sites are exposed to water and to what degree
they are mobile, since this gives valuable informa-
tion on the overall organization of the polypeptide
chain across and on the cell membrane. The two
most important experimental techniques for studying
protein hydration have been solution-state NMR and

Ž .X-ray diffraction XRD . In particular, the combina-
tion of multi-dimensional NMR and amide hydrogen
exchange has proven to be a powerful tool for
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investigating solvent accessibility and protein folding
w xin solution 1,2 . The rates at which the amide hydro-

gens exchange vary from reciprocal milliseconds to
w xreciprocal weeksrmonths 3 . The longest values are

observed for amides involved in strong hydrogen
bonds in regular secondary structures. Unfortunately,
neither solution-state NMR nor XRD are feasible
when the macromolecules are immobilized in mem-
branes, tumble slowly, or tend to aggregate without
forming well-defined crystals. In solid-state NMR
studies of biological systems, hydrogenrdeuteron
Ž .HrD exchange has also been exploited by several

w xgroups 4,5 , but these studies usually involve exami-
nations of one-dimensional 2 H spectra without the
chemical-site resolution that is crucial for the de-
tailed investigation of complex biomolecules.

In this Letter, we report a novel solid-state NMR
approach that determines the D O-accessibility of2
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various parts of a peptide or protein in the solid or
membrane-bound state. More precisely, the aim is to
identify and characterize 13C sites close to amide
groups that have been deuterated by HrD exchange
between D O and the amide protons. The experi-2

ments utilize the heteronuclear dipole–dipole cou-
pling between 13C and 2 H, and operate under

Ž .magic-angle spinning MAS conditions. While MAS
provides the required sensitivity and chemical-shift

Ž .resolution, it also averages out the weak -500 Hz
13 2 w xC– H interaction 6 . Borrowing ideas from the

w xREDOR scheme 7 , the dipolar coupling is reintro-
duced by a suitably designed train of rotor-synchro-

Ž .nized p pulses. In the one-dimensional 1D version
of the experiment, the 13C chemical-shift spectrum in
the detection period identifies the deuterated amino-

Ž .acid residues. In the full two-dimensional 2D ex-
periment, the 2 H-quadrupolar line shape in the first

w xdimension is used to characterize the mobility 8 of
each deuterated residue that has a resolved 13C
chemical-shift peak in the second dimension. The
new solid-state NMR technique is demonstrated on

Ž .the following samples: i a mixture of deuterated
Ž .Ala-Gly and unlabeled Phe-Val, ii neat, deuterated

Ž .Ala-Gly, and iii deuterated lysozyme. In all cases,
natural-abundance 13C signal is detected.

2. Experimental

Ž .The three compounds, Ala-Gly 146 Da , Phe-Val
Ž . Ž .264 Da and chicken egg-white lysozyme 14 kDa ,
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used with-
out further purification. Deuterated Ala-Gly was pre-
pared by dissolving 250 mg of the dipeptide in 4 ml
of D O at 208C. The solution was then dried under2

reduced pressure for 24 h. Exchangeable sites on
lysozyme were deuterated by dissolving 275 mg of
the protein in 3 ml of D O at 308C. Excess solvent2

was subsequently removed by drying over P O for2 5

8 days. The weight of the NMR samples was 65–95
mg.

The NMR experiments were performed at a field
of 7.0 Tesla on a Bruker DSX300 spectrometer using
a 4 mm triple-resonance MAS probe. Typical radio-
frequency field strengths were 105 kHz for 1H de-
coupling, 60 kHz for 13C and 75 kHz for 2 H. 1H–13C

Ž .cross-polarization CP times of 1.5–3.0 ms were

used. All spectra were acquired at a rotation fre-
quency of v r2ps4000 Hz at room temperature.r

3. Implementation

One-dimensional 13C MAS spectra for determin-
ing spatial proximities between 13C and 2 H spins are
obtained with the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1a.
The scheme starts with conventional cross-polariza-
tion from 1H to create enhanced 13C transverse
magnetization. This evolves over an even number of
rotor periods N containing 2 Ny2 rotor-synchro-

Fig. 1. Pulse sequences for 13C–2 H correlationrseparation spec-
Ž .troscopy in solids under MAS conditions. a Basic one-dimen-

sional version in which a difference signal from experiments with
2 Žand without the H p pulse implemented by pr2 pulses as

.indicated is recorded. Except for the optional TOSS detection, the
13C pulse train is identical to a 13C–15 N REDOR technique

w xpreviously reported by Garbow and Gullion 9 . The p pulses are
phase cycled according to XY-n schemes that compensate for

w xpulse imperfections 22 . The illustration contains four rotor peri-
Ž .ods of dipolar evolution Ns4 . However, N can have any even

Ž .integer value. b Two-dimensional sequence for establishing
13C–2 H correlation. During the evolution period t , the 2 H1

quadrupolar interaction modulates the heteronuclear zero- and
double-quantum coherences.
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13 Ž .nized C p pulses separated by t r2 t s2prv .r r r

The 13C p pulse at the center of the evolution period
is omitted. In the absence of pulses on 2 H, this 13C
pulse train refocuses 13C isotropic chemical shifts,
chemical-shift anisotropies and heteronuclear dipolar
couplings, and a full rotational echo occurs at Ntr
w x 29 . However, if a H p pulse is applied at Nt r2r

the 13C–2 H dipolar interaction is reintroduced and
the refocusing at the end of the evolution period is
incomplete. The amount of dephasing is a function
of N, v and the strength of the dipolar couplingr
w x 210,11 . The H p pulse has been split into two pr2
pulses. On alternate transients of the experiment, the
two pr2 pulses have either the same or opposite
phase. This corresponds to applying either a p pulse
or a zero degree pulse. Signal subtraction results in a
13C spectrum that only contains peaks from 13C spins

2 Ž .that are coupled to H spins see below .
The 13C MAS spectrum of a biomolecular system

is often very crowded and it is advantageous to
reduce the signal overlap as much as possible. There-
fore, we have included a total suppression of spin-

Ž . w xning sidebands TOSS 12,13 sequence before ac-
quisition to remove the sidebands that would other-
wise have complicated the assignments of the
isotropic chemical shifts.

By extending this method to two spectral dimen-
sions, the mobility of the deuterated segments can be
studied through the envelope of the 2 H pattern in the
first dimension, at their 13C isotropic chemical shifts
in the second dimension. The pulse sequence used
for achieving this 2D 2 H–13C correlation under MAS
is shown in Fig. 1b. It can be considered as a

2 13 w xsolid-state H– C HMQC 14,15 experiment with
dipolar recoupling during the multiple-quantum exci-
tation and reconversion periods. During the variable
evolution period t , transverse 2 H coherence is al-1

lowed to evolve under the quadrupolar interaction.
The duration between the 2 H pr2 pulse and the
adjacent 13C p pulse is contracted in concert with
the t incrementation so as to keep the interval1

between the two central 13C pulses constant and
equal to one rotor period. This guarantees a 13C echo
at Nt . A z-filter preceding the detection period tr 2

ensures a purely absorptive spectrum. The two-di-
mensional cosine data set is processed according to
standard procedures to yield a purely absorptive 2D

w xspectrum that is symmetric around v s0 6 .1

4. Theoretical background

Before presenting the experimental results, we
will briefly discuss the theory of the carbon–
deuterium MAS experiments involving an ensemble
of isolated 13C–2 H pairs. Carbon-13 spins will be
denoted by S and deuterons by L.

We start by considering the full 2D pulse scheme
w xin Fig. 1b. Using product operator calculations 16

and the special properties of matrix representations
of spin-1 operators, one obtains the following ex-
pression for the density operator after zero- and
double-quantum excitationrreconversion during a

Ž .period Nt Ns4 in Fig. 1r

s Nt sS 1 yL2 qS L2 cos F
X cos F

YŽ . Ž ." r x L z x z D D

qS L cos F
X sinF

Y
y z D D

.S L2 sinF
X sinF

Y cos F tŽ .x z D D Q 1

"S L sinF
X cos F

Y cos F t 1Ž . Ž .y z D D Q 1

where only the single-quantum coherences have been
retained. The subscript " refers to the phase of the
second 2 H pr2 pulse. After a z-filter of duration t ,r

this simplifies to

s Nt qtŽ ." r r

X Y2 2sS 1 yL qS L cos F cos FŽ .x L z x z D D

X Y
. sinF sinF cos F t . 2Ž . Ž .D D Q 1

Dephasing that occurs due to transverse spin relax-
ation has been ignored, except during the z-filter
when the proton decoupling is switched off. Modula-
tions from the heteronuclear 13C–2 H dipolar cou-
pling during t can safely be neglected due to the1

much stronger quadrupolar interaction. The accumu-
Ž . Ž .lated phase angles in Eqs. 1 and 2 are given by

t r2rX
F sy Ny1 2v t d tŽ . Ž .HD D

0

t yt r2r 1q 2v t d t , 3Ž . Ž .H D
t r2r

t t r2r rY
F s Ny1 2v t d ty 2v t d t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H HD D D

t r2 t r2r 1

4Ž .
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t r21
F t s v t d t , 5Ž . Ž . Ž .HQ 1 Q

yt r21

Ž . Ž . 13where v t and v t are the time-dependent C–D Q
2 H dipolar and 2 H quadrupolar frequencies, respec-
tively. Explicit expressions for these quantities can

w x Ž . Ž .be found elsewhere 17 . In Eqs. 3 and 4 , the
factor of 2 in front of v reflects the fact that theD

dipolar splitting produced by a spin-1 nucleus is
twice that of a spin-1r2 nucleus with the same
gyromagnetic ratio.

After the basic two-step HMQC phase cycle de-
Ž .scribed in Section 3, from Eq. 2 we obtain the

following difference density operator

Ds Nt qt ss Nt qt ys Nt qtŽ . Ž . Ž .r r y r r q r r

s2S L2 sinF
X sinF

Y cos F t .Ž .x z D D Q 1

6Ž .

The t -dependent modulation of the signal,1
Ž .cos F t , after powder averaging and FourierQ 1

transformation produces a 2 H-quadrupolar wideline
spectrum. If the maximum t value is (t r2, this1 r

spectrum is the envelope of the 2 H MAS NMR
sideband pattern obtained at the chosen spinning
speed.

In this two-dimensional solid-state HMQC experi-
ment, the crucial terms in the density operator de-
velop through heteronuclear multiple-quantum co-
herences that evolve under the 2 H quadrupolar cou-
pling during t . It is clear that only 13C spins cou-1

pled to 2 H spins will contribute to the observed
NMR spectrum since the amplitude-modulated signal

Ž .of Eq. 6 vanishes if v is identically zero orD

negligibly small. When t is set to zero, one can1

alternatively calculate the observed 13C signal with-
out considering multiple-quantum coherences, by just
taking into account the dephasing of the observable
magnetization, which is coupled with the generation
of heteronuclear single-quantum coherences. This is
the approach taken in the conventional treatment of

w xREDOR 18 . In fact, the 1D pulse sequence in Fig.
1a corresponds to a 13C-detected 13C–2 H REDOR
experiment, with the subtraction of the partly de-
phased signal from the reference signal directly im-
plemented in the phase cycle. By setting t s0, we1

Ž . X Yobtain F t s0 and F sF sNr2DF , withQ 1 D D

the phase DF acquired in one rotor period given by

t r2r
DFsy2 2v t d tŽ .H D

0

'2 2 Rtr
sy sin 2b sin g ,

p

m g g0 L S
Rsy " . 7Ž .34p rLS

� 4Here, a ,b ,g is the set of Euler angles relating the
orientation of the internuclear vector r to a rotor-LS

fixed axis system. The third angle a is irrelevant for
an axially symmetric interaction such as the dipolar

Ž .coupling. The other symbols in Eq. 7 have their
w xusual meanings 6 . Setting t s0 thus reduces Eq.1

Ž .1 to

s Nt sS 1 yL2Ž . Ž ." r x L z

2qS L cos Nr2 DF"DFŽ .x z

qS L sin Nr2 DF"DF . 8Ž . Ž .y z

Employing the relationship between the density
Ž .operator and the time-domain NMR signal, s t A"

� Ž . 4 Ž .tr s t S with S sS q iS , Eq. 8 yields the" q q x y

powder-averaged signal intensities at the start of
detection, after a dipolar excitationrreconversion pe-
riod of duration Ntr

p s2p 0 ² :s Nt s sin b db dgs s ss ,Ž . H Hy r 0 04p0 0

9Ž .

1 2
s Nt s s q cos NDFŽ . Ž .q r 0¦ ;3 3

1 2
² :ss q cos NDF , 10Ž . Ž .0 3 3

2
² :D s Nt ss ys ss 1y cos NDF ,Ž . Ž .r y q 0 3

11Ž .
� 4 Ž .where s s tr S 1 S . Eq. 11 is equivalent to the0 x L q

w xresult given by Schmidt et al. 18 . Ignoring relax-
Ž .ation, the long-time value for Nt PR41 of ther

Ž .REDOR difference signal Eq. 11 is 2s r3. This0

value should be compared to 2s , which is the signal0

intensity after two transients without 2 H pulses. Thus,
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the efficiency at long times Nt is 33%. Evaluatingr
Ž .the powder average in Eq. 11 , one finds that the

maximum efficiency in this experiment is 35%,
w xachieved at Nt PRs2pP0.8 18 .r

5. Results and discussion

The 1D version of the method was first demon-
strated on a mixture of Ala-Gly deuterated by HrD
exchange and unlabeled Phe-Val. Fig. 2a shows the
conventional 13C CPrMASrTOSS spectrum for ref-
erence. The spectra resulting from application of the
pulse sequence in Fig. 1a, with a total excitation and
reconversion time of 10 rotation periods or 2.5 ms,
are shown in Fig. 2b,c. These 13C–2 H REDOR-TOSS

Fig. 2. 13C spectra of a mixture consisting of Ala-Gly deuterated
Ž .by HrD exchange and unlabeled Phe-Val dipeptides. a Regular

Ž . 13 2TOSS spectrum. b C– H REDOR difference spectrum ob-
tained using the pulse sequence in Fig. 1a with Ns10. The traces

Ž . Ž .in a and b are averages of 256 transients, corresponding to an
Ž . 13 2experimental time of 15 min. c C– H REDOR difference

spectrum acquired with 2048 transients, with all other experimen-
Ž .tal parameters as in b . The peak assignment of Ala-Gly is based

13 w xon comparisons with previous C chemical-shift studies 23,24 .

difference spectra contain only signals from the five
non-equivalent carbons in deuterated Ala-Gly. Since
the Phe-Val dipeptide is not enriched in 2 H, all its
peaks are suppressed effectively by the phase cycle.
Comparison of Fig. 2a,b indicates that the efficiency
of the experiment is 16–20%, which compares rea-
sonably well with the theoretical limit of 35% which
neglects all relaxation and pulse-excitation effects. In

ŽAla-Gly deuterated by HrD exchange see structure
.in Fig. 3 , all carbons are separated by two or three

bonds from the nearest 2 H. The two- and three-bond
2 13 Ž . ŽH– C dipolar coupling constants Rr 2p see Eq.
Ž ..7 , range from y520 to y200 Hz.

In principle, the same information could have
been obtained by previously reported 13C–2 H RE-

w xDOR schemes 19 . However, the sequence in Fig.
1a has two advantages. First, it involves a minimum
number of 2 H pulses. This minimizes excitation
problems, which are serious here since the 2 H
quadrupolar coupling can exceed the field strength
g 2 H B2 H. Similar considerations guided the design of1

w xthe REAPDOR experiment 20 . Second, the signal
subtraction is built into the phase cycle, which mini-
mizes potential problems arising from long-term
spectrometer drifts.

In Fig. 3, we show a 2D spectrum obtained with
the pulse sequence in Fig. 1b from a sample of
deuterated Ala-Gly. The projection on the v axis2

consists of centerbands from the five carbons in
Ala-Gly. Spinning sidebands from the carboxyl and
carbonyl carbons are also present since no TOSS
was applied before detection. Information about the
dynamics of the deuterated sites is obtained by ex-
tracting cross-sections parallel to the v axis that1

pass through the 13C resonances in v . It is seen that2

the deuterated segments in Ala-Gly are predomi-
nantly of two types: those that exhibit substantial
motional narrowing and those that are approximately

Ž .stationary. The slice through the C Ala peak isa

dominated by a 2 H signal with a splitting of 25 kHz.
A corresponding splitting is observed prominently in
conventional 1D 2 H NMR spectra of this sample
Ž .not shown . The 25 kHz splitting corresponds to a

Ž .residual quadrupolar coupling constant qcc of 4r3
P25 kHzs33 kHz and may be attributed to the
rotating NDq group. Datema et al. observed a value3

of qccs44 kHz for terminal NDq groups of or-3
w xnithine side chains in solid gramicidin S 4 .
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2 13 Ž .Fig. 3. Two-dimensional H-quadrupolarr C-chemical-shift spectrum of Ala-Gly deuterated by HrD exchange see structure in inset
Ž . Ž . 2obtained by the pulse sequence in Fig. 1b with Ns8. In a and b , we show H-quadrupolar cross-sections along the v axis that run1

Ž .through the peptide carbonyl and C Ala centerbands in v , respectively. The 2D data set consisted of 40=2048 points and the ta 2 1
Ž .incrementation time was 2.0 ms. For each t value, 416 transients were recorded total acquisition time of 14 h .1

ŽThe broader component e.g. in the slice through
.the carbonyl carbon of the peptide group is charac-

terized by a quadrupolar coupling constant of around
210 kHz. This qcc is similar to those obtained from

2 w x Žrigid amide N- H sites in lysozyme 21 qccs210
. w x Ž .kHz , gramicidin A and S 4 qccs200 kHz , and

w x Ž .poly-g-benzyl-L-glutamate 5 qccs202 kHz . A
closer inspection of the cross-section shown in Fig. 3
indicates that the lineshape of the amide deuteron

w xdeviates from the ideal Pake pattern 6 . A number of
factors is responsible for this deviation. One reason
is that for N-2 H deuterons, the asymmetry parameter

w xdoes not vanish, but rather hf0.25 21 . Secondly,
the 2 H spectrum was acquired under MAS. Thus, it
represents the envelope of the sideband pattern, which
at the rotation rate of 4000 Hz is not exactly identi-
cal to the static powder pattern. Third, a ‘dead-time’
or excitation problem exists due to finite 2 H pulse
lengths. The two pulses of 2 ms duration that define
the start and the end of the evolution time produce
an effective dead time of 2 ms. This results in a

characteristic depression of the center of the spec-
trum, however, without significantly affecting the
position of the two horns.

It is difficult to trace out all intra- and intermolec-
ular connectivities between 13C and 2 H spins as
would be required to quantify the broad and narrow
2 H signal contributions in a given slice of the 2D
spectrum in Fig. 3. It is, however, interesting to note
that the strongest signals from the broad 2 H compo-
nent are observed for the peptide carbonyl and

Ž .C Gly carbons. These sites are closest to the amidea

group, which imparts confidence in the suggested
assignment of the broad powder pattern to the rigid
amide N-2 H group. It is reassuring to observe that
the 13C–2 H transfer is efficient even in the presence
of large-amplitude motions that average the qcc sig-
nificantly. This indicates that the method is indeed
suitable for characterizing site mobility.

Fig. 4 demonstrates applications of the 1D version
of the experiment to lysozyme, a 14-kDa globular
protein, deuterated by HrD exchange. The regular
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Fig. 4. Natural-abundance 13C spectra of lysozyme deuterated by
Ž . Ž . Ž .HrD exchange. a TOSS spectrum. b and c show spectra

obtained using the pulse scheme in Fig. 1a with Ns4 and
Ns10, respectively. At the bottom, typical frequency positions of
carbons within three bonds from deuterons are indicated by
vertical lines, whose height indicates the abundance of the sites in

Ž . Žlysozyme. Acquisition of the spectrum in a took 102 min 2048
. Ž . Ž .transients , while the spectra in b and c each required 31 h of

Ž .instrument time 37824 transients .

CPrMASrTOSS spectrum shown in Fig. 4a is com-
pared with 13C–2 H REDOR-TOSS difference spec-

Ž .tra Fig. 4b,c obtained using the pulse sequence in
Fig. 1a with Ns4 and Ns10 cycles, respectively.

ŽAt a short excitationrreconversion time Nt s1r
. 2 13ms , only two-bond H– C couplings produce sig-

nificant signal intensity. As expected, in the resulting
Ž .spectrum Fig. 4b , one observes only the carbonyl

signal around 175 ppm, the C band of 50–65 ppm,a

Ž .the C Gly peak at 43 ppm, and a small signal ina

the C chemical-shift region. Peaks from carbonsb

close to side-chain residues that contain exchange-
able hydrogens are also present. At a longer time of
Nt s2.5 ms, two- and three-bond couplings arer

excited, so that C5O, C , and C signals are ob-a b

servable. Again, 13C sites in sidegroups near N 2 H n

and O 2 H moieties also produce significant signal
intensity. It is found that the observed positions of
the upfield peaks in Fig. 4c match qualitatively with
the densest regions in the frequency distribution of
carbons located within three bonds from deuterons.
The frequency distribution was extracted from the

w xliterature 3 , and is indicated at the bottom of the
spectrum in Fig. 4 by vertical lines.

A closer inspection of the spectrum in Fig. 4c
compared to that of Fig. 4a reveals an increased
relative height of the C signals near 42 ppm relativeb

to the C peaks at 50 ppm and differences in thea

finer features of the C band. This probably reflectsa

differences in the level of deuteration of the various
residue types. For a more detailed analysis, reso-

w xnance assignment using 2D NMR techniques 25
would be necessary. This requires 13C and 15N label-

w xing, 26 which would also increase the sensitivity by
one to two orders of magnitude.

Ž . 2 13If efficient cross-polarization CP from H to C
could be achieved under MAS, it would allow for
alternative implementations of the experiments de-
scribed in this Letter. In non-spinning liquid-crystal-
line samples, one-bond 2 H–13C CP has recently been
demonstrated and put to good use for measuring
site-resolved C-2 H bond order parameters in

w xperdeuterated molecules with high precision 27 .
However, it was concluded that this approach works
well only for 2 H quadrupolar couplings reduced by

w xfast anisotropic molecular motions 28 . In rigid
solids, the quadrupolar coupling constant of up to
2pP200 kHz exceeds the practically achievable 2 H
radiofrequency strength g B and the 2 H–13C CP1

approach with its several milliseconds of B -irradia-1

tion becomes impractical, in particular for the weak
two- and three-bond 2 H–13C couplings of interest in
amide-deuterated peptides and proteins. It should
also be noted that the observed magnetization origi-

Ž 1 13nates from protons due to the H– C CP at the
.start of the experiment in the HMQC approach

presented here, but from deuterons in the 2 H–13C
CP-approach. This results in a sensitivity advantage
of g1 rg2 s6.4 in our approach.H H

6. Conclusions

We have reported a solid-state NMR method for
identification and characterization of 13C sites in
peptides and proteins that are close to deuterons
which are introduced by amide HrD exchange from
D O. The MAS technique exploits the recoupled2

dipolar interactions between 13C spins and 2 H spins
separated by several bonds. In the 1D version, the
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13C spectrum of the carbons within a certain distance
from any of the deuterons is observed. The full 2D
experiment provides information about the mobility
of the deuterated residues in terms of the 2 H-
quadrupolar powder line shape. For oligopeptides
with 13C in natural abundance, the signal-to-noise
ratio was shown to be satisfactory even in the 2D
experiment. The 1D spectra obtained for 13C-un-
labeled lysozyme suggest that with the significant
sensitivity enhancement achievable by 13C-labeling,
the technique will be applicable to membrane-bound
proteins.
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